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		Three of CouchDb's creators show you how to use this document-oriented database as a standalone application framework or with high-volume, distributed applications. With its simple model for storing, processing, and accessing data, CouchDb is ideal for web applications that handle huge amounts of loosely structured data. That alone would stretch the limits of a relational database, yet CouchDb offers an open source solution that's reliable, scales easily, and responds quickly.

	
		CouchDb works with self-contained data that has loose or ad-hoc connections. It's a model that fits many real-world items, such as contacts, invoices, and receipts, but you'll discover that this database can easily handle data of any kind. With this book, you'll learn how to work with CouchDb through its Restful web interface, and become familiar with key features such as simple document Crud (create, read, update, delete), advanced MapReduce, deployment tuning, and more.

		
			Understand the basics of document-oriented storage and manipulation
	
			Interact with CouchDb entirely though Http using its Restful interface
	
			Model data as self-contained Json documents
	
			Handle evolving data schemas naturally
	
			Query and aggregate data in CouchDb using MapReduce views
	
			Replicate data between nodes
	
			Tune CouchDb for increased performance and reliability
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A Practical Guide to Testing Wireless Smartphone Applications (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2009
Testing applications for mobile phones is difficult, time-consuming, and hard to do effectively. Many people have limited their testing efforts to hands-on testing of an application on a few physical handsets, and they have to repeat the process every time a new version of the software is ready to test. They may miss many of the permutations of...
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Instant Axure RP StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Start prototyping your first Axure RP project the easy way


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Helping you learn the fundamentals of Axure RP, while making prototypes
	
		Focus on only the most important features,...
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Power One Note: Unleash the Power of One NoteHoly Macro! Books, 2004
Covering the use of Microsoft OneNote in a wide variety of situations, this handbook provides tips for anyone who takes notes, organizes materials, or keeps a to-do list. In addition to providing the basic information on using the product's interface, this guide teaches how to use OneNote to do specific tasks such as brainstorming, mind mapping,...
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Practical Python Data Visualization: A Fast Track Approach To Learning Data Visualization With PythonApress, 2020

	I have been working with the Python programming language for more than

	15 years now. I have used it for a variety of tasks like automation, graphics,

	Internet of Things (IoT), and data science. I have found that it is a very

	good tool for generating scientific and data-driven business visualizations.

	It takes fewer lines of code...
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Oracle PL/SQL ProgrammingO'Reilly, 1997
Thousands of application developers and database administrators around the world use software provided by Oracle Corporation to build complex systems that manage vast quantities of data. At the heart of much of Oracle's software is PL/SQL -- a programming language that provides procedural extensions to the SQL relational...
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Space-Time Processing for MIMO CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Driven by the desire to boost the quality of service of wireless systems closer to that afforded by wireline systems, space-time processing for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communications research has drawn remarkable interest in recent years. Exciting theoretical advances have been complemented by rapid transition of research...
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